REGULATIONS
The following rules are applicable to the “Wagabunda” hostel and campground:
1. After arriving at the facility, tourists must comply with registration formalities and make
payment in advance according to the price list.
2. Tourists who use the campground must comply with any decisions regarding the location of
their place of stay.
3. For the purpose of records, the facility administration (reception) gives tourists plates for
marking tents, trailers and campers which have to be returned upon the end of the stay.
Tents, trailers, campers, etc. without valid marks put in a visible place where an inspection is
possible will be immediately removed from the facility.
4. It is forbidden to let somebody use accommodation or entrusted equipment or to move it
into different rooms without the consent of the facility administration.
5. Guests are obliged to keep the campsite clean and in proper technical condition and not
disturb other tourists in the campground and the hostel.
6. Persons who disturb guests by loud or persistent playing of music, who play instruments,
behave too loudly or vulgarly or violate these regulations in other way will be evicted without
reimbursement of payments made.
7. Intoxicated persons or minors without adult supervision will not be allowed into the facility.
8. The daily charge rate starts at 12.30 PM and ends at 10.00 AM the next day. Open days
are regulated by the reception of the facility.
9. Extension of a stay has to be made before the end of the last paid charging day specified in
point 8.
10. The speed of motor vehicles throughout the facility is limited to 5 km/h.
11. The facility provides storage for valuable objects. The campground is not responsible for
not deposited belongings.
12. It is allowed to keep animals in the facility provided that the owner possesses up-to-date
vaccination and protection (dogs: leash or muzzle). Sanitary payment is required.
14. Guests may receive visitors who must leave the campground by 10.00 PM. Please note
that visitors are not allowed to stay in the facility without permission from the administration.
In such event, the facility administration reserves the right to charge compensation for the
stay in the amount of five times the sum provided for in the price list.
15. Quiet hours are observed in the facility from 10.00 PM to 6.00 AM.
16. In case of loss or damage of the entrusted equipment, the person using the equipment is
obliged to pay compensation in the amount corresponding to the value of lost or damaged
equipment according to the price of purchase or repair.
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